High dose rate brachytherapy in the treatment of prostate cancer.
Because the HDR brachytherapy treatments are delivered within minutes and on an outpatient basis, HDR brachytherapy is very well tolerated by patients and offers complete radiation safety. Published studies2, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 18, 22, 24, 25 have shown high local clinical and biochemical control rates. Chronic complications have been acceptably low. Very low rates of urinary incontinence and high sexual potency rates have been reported. Gastrointestinal morbidity has been minimal. The development of Ir-192 HDR afterloading brachytherapy and refinements in the dosimetry have ushered in a new era in prostate brachytherapy. The control of the radiation dose and the ability to shape the radiation treatment envelope using a stepping source have allowed a giant step forward in radiation oncology technology. It is now possible to deliver tumoricidal doses of radiation conformally to the prostate while minimizing the dose to the bladder, urethra, and rectum. At present, HDR afterloaded brachytherapy is the optimal whole-organ and tumor-specific conformal radiation therapy for prostate cancer.